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How to search documents in Japanese newspapers and magazines on the 
internet  
 
Some points about searching  
○ You can search for documents that appeared from today’s paper to about 25   
years ago.  
○ You can not get any complete newspapers or compressed files with a 
numbers of articles, nor can you get any complete magazines on the internet. Of 
course you can see and copy complete newspapers and magazines in libraries 
in Japan. On the internet it is only possible to search individual articles.  
○ There are some data service providers on the internet, who will give you the 
article texts for a set fee. At present, you can get articles from approximately 
25years ago. 
○ If you are in Japan, libraries and universities will usually provide these kinds 
of services. 
○ Ｍａｊｏｒ media companies in Japan sell CD-ROM with whole sets of articles 
from different years. Of course you will be able to find articles in older years back 
to the Meiji period. These sets of discs are very expensive (500-900.000 yen). 
 
 
Information about ( 1 ) article search engines, and ( 2 ) media company 
sites and publications 
 
（１）Database for searching articles (charged service)  
 ◎ Search for articles across newspapers/magazines @nifty database service 
   http://www.nifty.com/RXCN/ 
  ● At the above Database Service, you can search articles from national 
     and local newspapers, as well as newspapers centering on specialized 
     fields (economy, sports, etc.) going back more than 20 years in time. 
      Present sources: 104 newspapers and magazines. You can input  
     keywords for your search to find the articles you want. 
● You can find the names of all the papers provided as a source by   
  accessing the above web site.  
● You can choose among the following four search items. 

       ・ Words included in the title of the article 
       ・ Words included in the title or the main text of the article 
       ・ The date of the article 
       ・ The name of a specified database   
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  ● You need to register a username at @nifty. No registration fee or monthly   
     fee.  
  ● The site is open 24 hours a day. Details about the usage fee are avairable    
     on the website. 
 
◎ Nikkei telecom 21 
  http://telecom21.nikkei.co.jp/nt21/service/ 
 
  This service covers a wide range of sources that directly connect to business,    
 for example articles in newspapers and magazines but also corporate and HR    
 information. The sources include the four major economical newspapers, a vast  
 variety of national newspapers, local and specialized newspapers, information   
 about foreign companies and economy, business related magazines, computer  
 related magazines, annual reports, white papers, dictionaries, books, images,  
 etc. You can find a list of sources at the below website.  
  http://www.nikkei.co.jp/telecom21/guide/contents/index.html#c03 
  ● Charge 
      Monthly basic fee 8,400 yen 
      You need to pay an additional fee for each conducted search .  
 
 
 ( 2 ) Sites and publications managed by newspaper companies 
 
◎ The Yomiuri Newspaper CD-ROM 
  There are a number of CD-ROM sets from the Meiji period to after World War 
II. You can buy complete newspapers from 1994. The price for each of those 
CD-ROM sets range from 500,000 to 900,000 yen. Complete newspapers are 
sold as a set for each year, and the price is 94,500 yen per year.       
 
◎ The Asahi Newspaper’s article search  “asahi.com perfect” (charged) 
   http://www.asahi.com/infomation/db/pft.html 
● There is information about today’s prompt reports but also articles from the   
  past.  

      If you pay 525 yen as a monthly basic fee, you can read “prompt reports  
    (that is digest of today’s newspaper)” and “major think tank’s latest reports”.  
     You can also search articles in the magazines “AERA” and ”Weekly Asahi”,  
    as well as in the modern terminology dictionary “Chie-zô”, all published by  
    Asahi newspaper company.  
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     You can also choose another course with a 3,150 yen monthly basic fee,   
    which then includes “The Asahi Newspaper article database” with stocks of  
    articles from 1984.       
  ● You have to become a member of @nifty, so-net or ocn in order to use   
    this site.  
 
 
 


